HARIO BREWERS CUP
BREWERS CUP

MALAYSIA

RULES & REGULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
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The competition is open to all categories of brewers from professionals to home brewers.
All registrations are to be made online at www.dcacademy.com.my
The competition is limited to only 2 participants from one organization.
The registration fee of RM150 is required to be made upon registration to confirm their slot.
No refunds for competitors that forfeit their slots, however prior replacements are allowed in the case that the
competitor will not be able to compete during the competition day.

COMPETITION FORMAT
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The competition will consist of 5 Brewers Per Round brewing simultaneously.
Each round will consist of 5 minutes preparation, 10 minutes competition, 5 minutes clean up & 5 minutes judges
evaluation.
Compulsory to only use the Hario Brewing Equipment of their choice and may select from the following (Hario
W60 02 Dripper, Hario Mugen 02 Dripper, Hario V60 02 Ceramic Dripper). Each competitor will only be
provided one dripper per round.
Competitors will be provided with a 200g bag of compulsory coffee for practice (By Courier) and 100g of compulsory coffee to be used on competition day for each round.
Competitors are required to brew a minimum of 500ml of coffee within the time limit into the provided server to
be evaluated by the panel of judges via a blind cupping format. Judges will be provided with sampling cups to avoid
cross contamination and to ensure safety.
Competitors will be required to bring their own brewing equipment such as scales, grinders and other necessary
brewing gear that you require.
The organizers will provide the following in each brewing station.
1) Hario Variable Buono Kettle 800ml x 1
2) Hario W60 Dripper / Hario V60 Dripper / Hario Mugen Dripper x 1
3) Hario White Filter Paper 02
4) Hario Glass Server 700ml x 1

JUDGING FORMAT
1.
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Judging panel will include 3x Professional Judges together with 3x Members of the Audience.
Each judge will be given 3 tokens to score their favourite coffee in the denomination of 3 points, 2 points and 1
point. Judges will score their coffees by placing the tokens in front of the served coffee.
The brewer with the most points collected will proceed to the final of the respective leg of competition.
Scoring will be based on acidity, body, after-taste and overall balance of the cup. In the case of a same-score tie
breaker, the judges will be allocated an additional 1 point token to re-evaluate their scoring and add them to the
two coffees with the same score.
Second placed brewers from each round will be able to compete in a Wild Card Round to give them an opportunity
to compete in the finals.
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